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Prospectives Attend Minority Preview Weekend
BY CINDY DARLING
News Editor

Prospective students participated in Minority Preview Weekend last week
in hopes or getting a glimpse of life as a minority on Trinity Campus.

AUCE YAMADA

This past weekend, Trinity
hosted approximately 80 students as part of its annual Minority Preview Weekend. Students arrived Thursday, to participate in an orientation program, and an informal gathering at the Umoja House with
PAA, La Voz Latina and AASA.
They also had the option of seeing the comedian Steven Wright.
Friday, they had interviews with
the senior interviewers, sat in on
classes, went to an alumni panel
discussion, and had a choice of
parties to attend, such as the
Arabian Night Formal.
The Preview weekend gives
prospective minority students a
chance to experience academic,
social and extracurricular life at
Trinity. According to Angela

Ringwood, Assistant Director of
Admissions, and Coordinator of
Minority Recruitment, this program is important because it
gives students an introduction
to college life in general, so that
they may have more of an idea
of what college will be like. More
specifically, she said, "This program givesprospective students
the opportunity to see what it is
like to be a student of color at
Trinity. They come away with a
better sense of what Trinity has
to offer."
Preview Weekend has been
going on for eight years. Similar
programs are held at Wesleyan,
Bates and Bowdoin. Invitations
to apply to the weekend were
sent to schools in Chicago,
Washington D.C., New York,
Baltimore, Boston, Rochester,
Philadelphia, and Connecticut.
please turn to page 6

Trinity's College Affairs Pi Gamma MM Holds Induction
Committee Reconvenes
Jean-Paul Saulnier, Laurie A.
Schaeffer, Christine E. Siegfried,
amd James P. Whitters IV.
At the dinner, President of
Old and new inductees of
the Pi GamrnaMu International the society, Professor of Political
Honor Society for the Social Sci- Science, Dr. Clyde McKee gave a
ences attended an induction few opening remarks followed
dinner at the Smith House last by a guest speaker, Stan Twardy,
a 1973 Trinity alumnus who
Wednesday evening.
The following students graduated with honors in physwere inducted in for the fall ics and went on to attend Law
semester: Carter P. Agar, Nicole school at UVA and the
D. Anderson, Daniel H. Anixt, Georgetown Law Center. He was
Elizabeth M. Anning, Russell also a Chief Counsel for Weicker
T. Arrigoni, Michael D. Chittick, and his chief of staff as governor.
Marjorie M. DeBonee, Gregory His talk, "The Election is Over
C. Eisenhauer, Vanessa S. What Can We Expect," covered
Fertaly, Richard M. Fonte, Evan the recent elections. It was folK. Goldberg, Gilbert S. Havens, lowed by questions from both
Joyce S. Kurdian, Joseph W. faculty and students present at
LaPlume, Maura K. Martin, the dinner.
Julie A. McCloskey, Karen R.
President McKee said that
Milner, Alicia L. Mioli, Cindie in trying to involve students in
L. St. George, Eleni Saltourides, decision making of the society,
BY CINDY DARLING
News Editor

BY JORDAN BENJAMIN
News Writer
On November 16, the College Affairs Committee reconvened to discuss previously
addressed issues, as well as to
confer about new ideas for improving the quality of life at
Trinity college.
The Class Affairs Committee is made up of four faculty members and four students in order to insure complete fairness to all involved
parties. The members include
Professors Clyde McKee and
Greg Smith of the Political Science Department, Professor
Fred Pfeil of the English Department, and Professor
Nancy Wyshinski of the Math
Department. The student representatives include Don
Hevrter '96, Michael Nardelli
'97, Phillip Reardon '96, and
Cliff Segil '96.
The meeting opened with
j the election of Nardelli and
j Professor Smith as co-chairpersons for the committee. As
co-chairs, they are responsible
for setting the agendas, conducting the meetings, and
finding background informati on on the issues discussed by
the committee.
The co-chairs decided to
refocus the committee on faculty-student relations, the
functions of dormcouncils,informing students of Hartford's
resources, and increasing student participation in decision

making. These issues were discussed previously, but the committee members felt a strong
need to readdress these student concerns.
The committee's first order of newbusiness was to criticize SGA's proposal requiring
all incoming freshman to purchase computers. The Class
Affairs Committee felrfhat the
proposition was discriminatory against those that are economically disadvantaged. In
addition, the committee feels
that the college provides sufficient computer facilities within
the Mafli Computer & Engineering Center.
In keeping with the Strategic Plan, the committee discussed how the Trinity students could better utilize the
opportunities offered by dry
of Hartford. Ideas included
designating more stops for the
off-campus shuttle and increasing publicity around the campus about Hartford activities.
Beth Egan, Director of Student
Activities, was asked to speak
at the next meeting in order to
provide further information.
The committee also requested to distribute an SGA
poll to students about the installation of condom machines
in dormitories. If the results of
this poll show that students
are in favor of these machines,
John Woolley, Director of Facilities Management, Planning,
and Services, will be contacted
please turn to page 6

he had asked for input in choosing the speaker for the dinner.
Student wishes ranged from
wanting a Trinity insider, a Trinity outsider who could talk about
issues outside of the Trinity community, a scholar, or a practitioner. McKee said that when he
received all of these different
requests, he ran across Twardy
by chance at a recent Trinity
football game, and new that he
encompassed all of these qualities. According to McKee, "He
was the quintessential speaker
for the Pi Gamma Mu dinner."
Students are chosen for Pi
Gamma Mu according to their
overall GPA which should be at
least a B. They also should have
taken at least seven social sciences courses, in which they received a B+ average. The idea
please turn to page 6

AUCEYAKADA

Students of the Social Sciences were inducted into the Pi Gamma Mu
Honor Society at a dinner held in the Smith House, last Wednesday.
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More On Hie IDP Student
Hartford: Take Another Look
I HE CITY OF HARTFORD surrounds us, and whether or not
we want to acknowledge it, we are a part of it. Most of
us don't think about the city that often, and take little
' advantage of the things that Hartford has to offer.
Although the city has its share of problems, it is on the mend.
In the last several years, the city has made enormous strides to
improve itself and its image. Downtown is improving, and where
there once was an empty lot, there is the main street market.
Coffee houses are springing up alongside the collection of bars
and restaurants. Parking is no longer a problem, and crime
downtown is almost nonexistent.
Besides downtown, the neighborhoods in the city are on the
mend as well. Neighborhood policing is in the works, and
neighborhood organizations have strengthened as well. Redevel-T
opment projects in the Park Street and Franklin Avenue shopping
districts are underway, and the area is getting cleaned up. Storefront improvements and new sidewalks have helped the areas to
look more attractive.
Besides the physical improvements, the presence of gangs has
decreased in recent months. The city, with assistance from
federal and state agencies launched on an aggressive effort to
eradicate the gangs in Hartford. Asa result, there have been some
major busts and the gang activity has decreased significantly. We
can only remember when violence in Trinity's neighborhood
topped the news on a regular basis.
While Hartford isn't a Boston, New York, Chicago, or San
Francisco, it has much more to offer than you might think. Next
time you want to leave campus, don't leave Hartford. Businesses
in the city are closer and less crowded than ones in the suburbs.
Hartford has many things to offer us. Take a look.
J.L.B.

j

James L. Ban '95

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the letter
written to the editor (November 1) by
Paul Wasserman '95 regarding the Individualized Degree Program at Trinity
College. As I have been enrolled as an
IDP student at Trinity for four years, I
feel the need to address the points he
seems to be making in his letter. I feel
that if the nature of the IDP program and
the real stories of the people who elect to
return to an esteemed college like Trinity
were given a voice, perhaps members of
the regular undergraduate student body
would come to see the program as being
to their benefit as well as to the benefit of
the institution.
As a matter of clarification, there are
two additional IDP President's Fellows.
I am one of them, as the fellow from the
Department of Political Science. To imply that the measures of achievement, as
evidenced by the academica wards given,
should be a two tiered system would
dilute the achievement, both for the IDP
students and the regular undergraduates. We do the same work for the same
courses, we sit side by side in lectures,
seminars, and yes, many elect independent studies, for reasons of other commitments at times, but usually because
we have found an area that we would
like to explore that is not found in the
course offerings. Many of us have the
same need for a good class rank—the
competition for graduate or professional
school spots, the sense of personal accomplishment.
I wish that there were some venue in
which IDP students and regular undergraduates could share their concerns and
frustrations. This should not be an area
that divides a campus. I believe that IDP
students do benefit the regular undergraduates. The first lesson we can provide is that education is a journey, a life
long pursuit; we provide that example as
well as the professors involved in aca-
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[Editor's Note: Tonight, November 21st, at
6:30 PM in the McCook Auditorium, there
will be an panel discussion about the IDP.
All members of the College community are
invited and encouraged to attend this event]

• Box 702582
• Tripod@trincoll.edu
• Tripod folder in DocEx
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Sincerely,
Lucy L. Brakoniecki '95

Write A Letter
To The Editor
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demic research—our experience is closer
to that of the regular undergraduate. Yet,
more importantly, we can provide a different perspective in the classroom—our
life experiences give us different insights.
We get the same benefit from being in a
class with regular undergraduates—their
own personal reflections on the material,
a different view. Isn't that what a liberal
arts education entails—the absorption
and assimilation of a variety of sources to
enable us to make reasoned judgments
about our world?
The parenthetical remarks about the
outside activities of IDP students would
be more apparent to the undergraduate
population if they thought about what
those obligations entail. For some of us,
it means full time employment, for others, raising a family—all with the attendant responsibilities. Projects at work,
sick kids, and snow days can all add to
our academic load. The fact that we are
all so different and that our reasons to
resume our education are so varied is self
evident once you know the individual
students. The love of learning and the
realities of the economic world have
brought us to the decision to enroll in an
institution like Trinity.
I urge that some systematic sharing
of experiences and ideas particular to the
regular undergraduate population and
the IDP students commence. While it
will be of smaller consequence to me as a
student [I graduate in June, God willing], it is important for both groups to
understand their commonalities. With
this understanding may come an appreciation of the diversity that exists.

•

Policy Concerning Letters
To The Editor:
'Please Note: The Tripod is published every Tuesday while classes are in
session. Letters to The Tripod must be
received by 5:00 PM on the Friday preceding publication. The letter should be addressed to the Editor, not a particular indir
vidual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed, although names may
be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not publish
any letter deemed by the Editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility
of the authors and do n. >t hecessarily reflect the views or opiniens of The Tripod.
Please limit letters to a length of five-hundred words. The Trinity Tripod reserves
the right to edit all letters for clarity and
brevity.
Letters may be submitted to The Tripod by
• campus mail Box 702582
• email
Tripod@rrincoll.edu
• network
DocEx server in the
General Resources
zone of the Trinityt
College Network

The Good,
The Bad...
...And The tlgly

Women's hoops.
Steven Wright.
Thanksgiving Break.

Lighting stuff on fire.
Busted glass all over campus.

Bathrooms at Kappa formal.
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Think Globally, Act Locally Lock Editorial Misinformed
ConnPlRG's budget, a skeleton in
ConnPIRG's closet. The reason that
ConnPIRG would not like to have to
When Trinity College talks about submit a proposal to SGABC is simply
the environment, one need not listen for because they would not like to have this
too long until the name "ConnPIRG" is happen again. However, what does
mentioned. Yet the PIRG's have, time ConnPIRG provide for us, the students
and time again, insisted that their plight of Trinity College, that they should be
is not limited to the environment. Per- exempt from the tortuous Budget Procehaps now is the time that we have a dure?
student organization that will address
Trinity boasts, in public relations
Trinity's concern for the environment.
publications, of her gorgeous grounds.
Just a week ago, the students of the If one were to simply look at Trinity's
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee campus on any given weekend, we see
turned down WISPIRG. The UWM Times that it is soiled with cans, bottles, and
refers to the student body as generally paper—all materials which are recyapathetic, yet when WISPIRG asked for clable.
the students to pay a nominal cost of two
As students, we have a vested interdollars towards their organization, the est in keeping Trinity's campus clean.
students found their way out of their When tour guides bring groups of prodormitories to vote this down.
spective parents and students through, if
Perhaps now is the time for a vote of they see a well-kept baby-Ivy campus,
confidence for ConnPIRG at Trinity Col- that is revenue. Increased revenue means
lege. If the students of Trinity no longer more money circulating into the College.
believe that ConnPIRG is able to ad- And that boils down to savings for you
equately address our concerns with re- and me.
gard to the environment, then perhaps
However, whenprospective parents
the creation of a new student group and students see a campus littered with
would be more appropriate.
cans and paper, they would most likely
In 1983, ConnPIRG was required, to invest their money elsewhere.
like every other student organization, to
ConnPIRG says that it has develsubmit a budget to the Student Govern- oped programs to improve Trinity's
ment Association Budget Committee grounds (the "Green Campus cam(SGABC) for approval. They did not paign"). However, after the weekends,
receive their budget through an "auto- it's not ConnPIRG students picking up
matic allocation" from the Student Ac- the bottles and cans—it's homeless
tivities Fee.
people and Buildings and Grounds.
In 1983, the SGABC halved ConnPIRG's not an action group; it's a
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor

To the Editor:

and over $250,000 to complete the
rekeying of just our dormitories. The
I am writing with regard to your 15 residential areas that will require mi-.
November 1994 "Lock It Up" editorial. nor hardware adjustments (the CresAt the time of The Tripod's "master- cent/New Britain dorms, for example).
key" editorial last Spring, the College will be rekeyed while the College is in
was already heavily into the design of a session. Areas that will require major:
campus-wide rekeying plan. The goals hardware changes (the Long Walk
of that plan included the replacement dorms, for example) will be rekeyed j
iof the multiple master-key systems cur- during the summer months.
No matter how much time and ;
rently in use at the College with one
unified high-security keying system money the College commits to the sethat would, through the judicious use curity of its residents, it is all for naught
of combination, card, and voice access if residents breach their own and othsystems, allow appropriate access to ers' safety by propping doors and givresidential areas without the distribu- ing out combinations. As a case inpoint, there are literally no master keys
tion of any master keys.
After evaluating all available high- in circulation for the new dormitory
security keying systems, the College locks in High Rise; yet, the residents of
has contracted with MEDECO, an in- that building have not been immune to
ternationally-recognized premiere thefts with no signs of forced entr)r.
Please feel free to contactme should
high-security lock company, to assist
with the implementation of a unified you ever wish to write a well-informed,;
high-security keying system at Trinity. up-to-date editorial.
Having spent the better part of the
Sincerely,
summer months in systems design, the
Kristina B. Dow
implementation of our rekeying program is now underway. This major
Facilities Manager
undertaking will require 18-24 months
Dept. of Buildings and Grounds
lobbying group. All the more that
ConnPIRG wants to do is develop legislation and redirect funds.
Now is the time for a student action
group that has real concern for the local
environment. Trinity, even Hartford,
has legitimate concerns for the environ-

ment—energy, recycling, and the such—
which need to be addressed. If we are to
progress into the next century, then these
concerns mustbe addressed. ConnPIRG
doesn't seem to be up to the task. Perhaps someone else—an environmental
group—will be.

Crtnttp

Election
For Spring 1995 Editorial Positions
Will Be Held On
Tuesday, November 29th
At 7 PM in the Tripod Office.
F I N E PRINT: T O BE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE IN THE ELECTION, YOU MUST
HAVE WRITTEN AT LEAST TWO ARTICLES THIS SEMESTER.
I F YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BECOMING AN EDITOR, PLEASE CONTACT A
MEMBER OF THE TRIPOD STAFF.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Concerts:

Trinity
Mistaken
Identity
While Trinity College may not
be a democracy, it certainly isn't a
hardened socialist society. Unfortunately, this must not have been clear
to Clay Siegert '96, who was charged
with the task of playing the national
anthem at the women's basketball
game on Friday night. The crowd
took to their feet and took off their
hats, only to hear the Russian national anthem played in its entirety.
Although the words and the rune
were wrong, it's still better than having to listen to Rosanne Arnold's
rendition.

Bad Week
Overheard at the Kappa formal
onSaturdaynight... "I guess I picked
the wrong week to stop drinking."
Probably right. This week was also
deemed the wrong week to stop
sniffing glue. "There's trouble in
the cockpit." "The cockpit, what is
it?" "It's the name for the area at the
front of the plane, but that's not
important now."

Question...
What exactly was going on outside Cook on Saturday evening?
Around Trinity spotted a suspicious
female squatting next to a tree with
her pants partially removed. When
the woman made eye contact with
our witness, she shrieked, yelled out
"Oh my God!" to her friend, and ran
into Cook faster than you can say
"porta-potty."

The Trinity Chapel presents a holiday concert featuring the Trinity College Concert Choir,
the Chapel Singers and the Gospel Choir.
Trinity College Professor of music, Gerald
Moshell will conduct. The concert will be held
on Sunday, December 4th at 4:30 and 7:30 P.M.
The Immanuel Congregational Church in
Hartford is having their annual Festival of Lessons and Carols, featuring works by Gerald Near,
David Willcocks, John Rutter, Robert Edward
Smith and Jan Sweelinck. The concert will
occur on Sunday, December 4th at 4:00 P.M.
For further information call Immanuel Church
at 527-8121.
Theater:

Austin Arts Center presents, "A Winter's
Tale," by William Shakespeare is being presented by the Theater and Dance Department
and directed by Trinity College Associate Professor of Theater and Dance, Arthur Feinsod.
The show will take place at the Goodwin Theater, in Austin Arts Friday, December 2nd
through Sunday December 4th, at 8 P.M. An
additional show will occur on Monday, December 5th at 8:30 A.M.
The University of Hartford presents "A
Christmas Carol." The performance will be
held in the Lincoln Theater, on Sunday, November 27th at 2:00 P.M. and 8:00 P.M. For
further information, call 768-4228 for tickets.
Lecture:

The Trinity Women's Organization presents
law Professor Susan Esterich, the first woman
to lead a Presidential Campaign and commentator for U.S.A. Today. The lecture will take
place, December 6th at 7:00 P.M. in the Goodwin
Theater.

Arch Rivalry

Send Your
Announcements
to the Tripod!
Box 702582

ConnPIRG sponsored the
sleepout in the Cook arch last week.
Suspiciously, the arch was cleaned
up, swept out, and even rinsed before the J. Crew clad students could
pretend to be homeless for one night.
Despite their efforts, almost nobody
showed up.

Convenience
As the convenience store continues its operations, students are
still surprised to discover all of the
items that they do and do not have.
Around Trinity's best buy: Snapple
for$l. Although it's pretty artificial
tasting and loaded with sugar, it
kills a thirst pretty well.
While taking in the scene at the
new establishment, Around Trinity
overheard the following dialog take
place. "Trojan 3-pack for only 99
cents?" "At these prices, everyone
should be having sex."

MacGyver
MacGyver like qualities were
exhibited by Officer Pete Michaud
on Sunday morning. The officer
was called upon by students who
had lost a pair of Patriot's tickets in
the High Rise elevator shaft. Turning down the opportunity to make a
make a bomb out of a tampon to
blow the building apart, the officer
lowered abrokenbroom handle with
duct tape on it into the depths of the
elevator shaft. The tickets were retrieved by :56 after the hour, finishing the episode nicely.

Food Review
Cod nuggetts.
Is this what if s come down to?
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Chapel Happenings:
Tuesday-Weds: 5:00 P.M. Evening Worship
Wednesday: 5:30 P.M. Carillon Guild
Thursday: 5:00 P.M. Evening Worship
Sunday: 5:00 P.M. Roman Catholic Mass
Monday: 5:00 -P.M. Evening Worship

Classifieds
TRAVEL FREE TO CANCUN, NASSAU, JAMAICA,
& SOUTH PADRE ISLAND. SPRING BREAK WITH SUN
BOUND VACATIONS. ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP
OF 15 AS A COLLEGE REP. CALL 1-800-4-SUN-BOUND
FOR DETAILS.
• • -SPRING BREAK 95• • •
America's #1 Spring Break Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE.'
Earn highest commissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL
EXTRA INCOME FOR '94
Earn $500- $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901
WANTED!! AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING
SPRING BREAK COMPANY SEEKING INDIVIDUALS
TO PROMOTE SPRINGBREAK TO JAMAICA, CANCUN,
BAHAMAS, FLORIDA, PADRE, BARBADOS. FANTASTIC FREE TRAVEL/COMMISSIONS! SUNSPLASH
TOURS 1-800-426-7710.
Now searching for Jagerettes/dudes to promote
Jagermeister in yourarea.
Great part-time employment, good pay, some travel.
Call or send pictures and resume to:
All State Promotions, Inc.
PO Box 968, Delman, NY 10803-0968
1-800-ToJager
7-day, 24 hr. voice mail, leave message.
You must be 21 or over and
have own transportation.
STUDENTS
Over 120 American manufactures need you to assemble
products at home. Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday
decorations, etc. Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Part time/full
time. Experience unnecessary/will train. You're paid
weekly.
Call 1 -602-680-7444 Ext. 1001C
HITCH THE SKIES WITH AIRHITCH
Carrib/Mex$189R/T
Europe $169, Coast to Coast $129
Call for FREE program description

1-800-326-2009
$13-$15/hr to start. Test prep instructors, SAT, LSAT,
GRE, GMAT, MCAT. Must have high test scores and
engaging personality. Call the Princeton Review (800)
500-7737.
Hurry!
$7/hr to start. Campus marketing representative. Looking
for Jr. or Soph, to tell the world about The Princeton
Review. Call us (800) 500-7737.

New Playing at...

Cinestud
Ciao, Professore!

Sun-Tues: 7:30 PM

(1994) Director: Lina Wertmuller. Screenplay by Wertmuller, and Leo Benenuti, based on the book by Marcello D'orta.
Cast: Paolo Villaggio, Esterina Carloni, Paolo Bonacelli. Inspired by the writtings of children living in the slums of Naples,
Lina WertmuUer's (Swept Away, Seven Beauties)least controversial film. When a computer error sends a teacher(Villaggio)
from his comfortable Northern Italian home in Corason to the Naples school of Corazon, he is challenged by a group of
streetwise third graders more interested in working the black market than learning to read and write.

Eat, Drink, Man Woman:

Wed-Sat: 7:30 PM

(Hong Kong, 1994) Director: Ang Lee. Screenplay by Lee. One of the most brilliant chefs in Hong Kong loses his
sense of taste and customary joie-de -vivre in an affectionate family comedy by the director of last years enjoyable hit The
Wedding Banquet. Not since Babette's Feast has such a lavish display of food been prepared on screen, as the chef tried to keep
ahold on his three rebellious daughters with the help of more and more elaborate creations.

Germinal:

Sun-Tues: 7:30

(France,1994) Directed byClaude Berri. Screenplay by Claude Berri and ArletteLangmann,based on thenovelbyEmile
Zola. Cast: Gerard Depardieu, Miou-Miou, Renaud. Claude Berri and Gerard Depardieu, the director and star of such films
as Jean de Florette and Manon of the Spring, move into daring new territory with a passionate film on the revolt of oppressed
coal -miners in the 19th century France. It follows one family's road to resistance as they are led on by a dangerously naive
labor organizer.
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CHEAP FLIGHTS:
Fly standby.
It's like camping out for concerts,
but the people bathe.
Buy your tickets in August.
That's when airfares are lowest.
Consider reserving a vegetarian meal.
Look into courier flights.
Ask what you'll be delivering. So you
don't end up in a Third World prison.
Organize a charter.
Bring your friends. If you have none,
classmates and relatives will do.
Get a Citibank Classic card.
You'll get discounts off domestic and
international* flights.
e

G e t a n 1SE International Student I.D. card t o qualify for international
flights and other travel related savings.

Cm8AH«$

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU."
To apply, call I -800-CITIBANK.'

NEWS
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Leading Economist And Trinity Grad Gives Ferris Lecture
BY JON MOSKOWITZ
Sports Editor

President Clinton does not know
what to do about health care, Congress
does not know either, but, Wilson H.
Taylor '64 seems to have an answer. On
Tuesday, October 15, Taylor, who is the
chairman and chief executive officer of
CIGNA corporation, gave the annual
George M. Ferris Lecture in Corporation
Finance and Investments, a lecture designed to discuss various topics of public
concern on issues which include Public
Finance, Finance, and Health Care.
Taylor is a math major who graduated Phi Beta Kappa, Pi Gamma Mu, and
number one in his Trinity class. Because
he spoke exactly one week after the recent political election, Taylor, a staunch
neoclassical economist, discussed the
Clinton Health Care plan and its features
that were destined to fail. "You saw the
election results and the people spoke
up," noted Taylor. "They don't want
bureaucracy to replace personal freedom."
The Clinton Plan was a 1,342 page
bill that would have created 50 new gov-

ernment agencies, expanded 20 more,
and established 776 new federal regulations according to Taylor.
Taylor felt that the Clinton health
plan was a disaster for both providers
and the nation, pointing to three main
reasons for why the proposal was unac-

plan would have expanded Medicare, a
large cost burden problem already facing the nation.
Finally, Taylor stressed that the
Clinton plan would create price controls
that would ultimately lead to a rationing
of the quality and quantity of available

Taylor responded to the election, noting that the American public determined that less government is better and
that the winners of-the elections were those that supported
market forces.
ceptable. First, Taylor indicated that the
goal of universal coverage sounded good,
but that Clinton's statistics were inaccurate. Taylor stressed that most of the
uninsured, which, according to Clinton
is 35 million people, were only temporarily uninsured, without insurance for
six months or less. Only 6-9 million
people are uninsured, and, according to
Taylor, "Do we change an entire system
for only 2-3 percent of the entire population?"
Taylor also noted that the Clinton

health care.
"We have the capacity to do a great
deal of harm," discussed Taylor on the
Clinton plan, "So when we go changing
the system, I would only h ope that someone does good." Taylor had four ideas
that, if focused upon, would better the
health care system:
• Expanded use of managed care. Managed care includes HMO's, PPO's, or
other forms of provider group organizations.
• Emphasis on more preventative care.

By focusing on preventative care first,
doctor's can curb costs when they don't
have to fix the problems down the line.
• Provision of subsidies for the poor to
increase access to quality care. Incorporate the free market into all areas so even
the poor have some choices and can help
make the market work better.
• Implementation of insurance reforms
to provide security. Restructure the
health care system so people don't feel
locked into a job because of their health
care coverage. People under the current
system are stuck in jobs because the don't
want to lose coverage.
Taylor felt that these were the areas
that needed to be addressed, "The problems of health care are known solutions.
It is a road that can easily be smoothed."
Professor John Mullahy, Trinity's inhouse health care expert, noted, "Taylor
has a very strong grasp of the health care
industry, and he knows its problem
areas quite well."
"The health care industry is very
unique," discussed Taylor after his
speech. "A free market will help solve
the problems, but, we must also realize
that people are not widgets."

ConnPIRG Sponsors Hunger And Homelessness Week
BY CYNTHIA LEONARD
Copy Editor

As the first event of many in the
week to increase awareness about the
truths of hunger and homelessness,
ConnPIRG and Community Outreach
sponsored a Global Dinner on Tuesday,
November 15, 1994 in the Washington
Room.
The dinner was attended by 30-40
students, which was less than last year.
No teachers were present, with the exception of the opening speaker.
Students were placed into of three
different types of socioeconomic countries: first world, second world and third
world, which determin ed the race, status
and the type of food served.
Before the actual dinner began students received a short briefing by Dr.
Brigitte Schulz, professor of Political Science. She gave facts abut hunger and
homelessness in the U.S. and throughout
the world, which helped give students
perspective on their countries.

Each group of students was given a
description of their country and status.,
For example, some members of the third
world lived in India, where the forests
have nearly disappeared, and nomads
wander in search of water. Other third
world members were Haitian farmers,
while some were from the United States,
living in a rat infested shelters.
Third world members sat on the
floor and were served rice, with no utensils and no water. The people in the
second world also ate rice, but they were
• allowed to sit at a table, eat with plastic
forks, knives, and paper napkins, and
they were given water.
The lucky five people in the First
World sat up on the stage in beautifully
set tables with tablecloths, silver, and
crystal. Their meal consisted of chicken,
green beans, carrots, and French fries.
A jail had been set up at one side of
the room for those who decided that they
needed to do something about their situation. While some students in the third
world countries accepted their lot, oth-

College Affairs Committee Meets
continued from page 1

to implement the program.
Dean David Winer, a committee liaison, reported that the college will also
conduct a poll to determine the amount
ot i!. onacademic space desired by the studentbody. Winer notes, "Hopefully this
questionnaire will be ready for distribution before the end of the term, and the
college can begin its response as soon as
possible."
The committee concluded with a dis-

cussion about distinguishing more smoking areas on campus. Winer provided
the committee with previous data in the
hope that they can resolve the situation.
"The nature of the committee, with
four faculty members and four student
members, is the most just because of the
students' voting power, and, it is the
most capable of accomplishing its set
goals," expresses Nardelli. "It is the quickest, least strenuous, and least adversarial
way of getting things done on campus."

Preview Weekend Held For
Minority Perspective Students
continued from page 1

Students applied to the Preview program by submitting their transcript and
SAT scores in September. Eighty students were thenpicked. Trinity arranged
to pay for the transportation of these
students to campus.
The program has received rave reviews from students. JilKan Costa of
Queens, New York and Nichole Waller
of Bronx, New York, said this was a
good program as they have "gotten the
chance to know other people."
Rich Walker of South Windsor said
that his sister goes to Trinity, so he's

been to the campus before. But he said
that he had never seen the whole place
and this program has given him a much
better idea of social life at Trinity.
Ringwood stated that Trinity has
been attracting larger numbers of minorities in recentyears. This year's freshman class was 17% minority, with the
rughestnurrtber of Latinos in the history
of the college.
Ringwood stated that she is pleased
with these numbers, that the college is
always interested in attracting more minority students. This weekend is just
one way in which she hopes to do so.

ers were less passive. Some stole forks,
napkins or food.
The main goal was to show the disproportion of people that belong in each
world. But because there were so few of
us, it was difficult to see how drastic the
divisions really are.
After finishing their meals, students

broke up into discussion groups to talk
about what had transpired. Participants
received startling facts aboutthe amount
of food that the First World wastes, that
could be eaten my members of the second and third worlds. The exercise helped
to increase awareness of the situations in
other countries.

Students Join Pi Gamma Mu
continued from page I

behind the chapter at Trinity is to bring
together bright students to solve societal problems and to recognize students
for their achievements. There has been a
chapter at Trinity since 1936. Borden
Painter served as President of the society in the past.
After almost going out of existence
last semester, the Pi Gamma Mu Society
has been reinvigorated by the efforts of
new President McKee. McKee stated
that he wants the groups to be more
than a group which gives out certificates and pins. He has set some goals for
the group such as having someone win
a National Scholarship, which would

be two thousand dollars toward graduate school. Ha also hopes to induct Governor Rowland into the society, andperhaps Barbara Kennelly. He also hopes to
send someone to the National Convention.
McKee stressed that he would also
like this society to be for the students.
For this reason, he has appointed Julie
McCloskey '95 to serve as a chairperson
to find out what exactly students want
to do. McKee is enthusiastic about the
upcoming semesters and the new goals
for the society. He feels that it is important to keep traditions like these alive at
Trinity. The dinner was the beginning of
a new era for the group.

Roggfs Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
Manager
Owner
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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Extended 'Senior Group' Discusses Undergraduate Life
BY LISSA SMITH
News Editor

President Borden Painter
called a select group of senior
administers together to discuss
the topic of retaining and sustaining the undergraduates at
Trinity.
Thirty-two administers
from different facets of Trinity
Life met for the expanded "Senior Group" which convened
on Tuesday, November 15, at 10
AM in the Smith house.
Each group came prepared
to discuss the topic from the
perspective of their department,
share related information with
the other departments and ensure that the Strategic Plan is
being implemented in the most
positive and aggressive way.
The "senior groups" are
administrative meetings held
several times a year to discuss
topics of which Painter designates the subject.
This particular meeting, the
group was asked "What role
have you played in these parts
of the Plan to date and what are
your goals and objectives in
these areas for 1994-1995?"
On October 17, Painter notified the twenty-four representatives invited to the senior
group saying, "I amparticularly
interested in hearing how these
facets of the plan relate to your
departments and, from your
perspective, how they relate to
the core purpose of the college."
Painter said he hoped the
group would come to the group
and "share their views and

progress as well."
The meeringbegan with an
opening by Jack Waggett, Associate Administrative Dean. The
induction was followed by
Painter's opinion aboutthe state
of affairs of the undergraduate
life at Trinity.
He is said to have f ;lt that

ments of SLRC. She spoke of the
improvement in weekend student life and the use of the new
venture fund.
She reported that many students had taken the initiative to
plan parties with the money put
in the budget to promote alternatives to the Greek life.

"The school is not concerned with engineering social life but in working with the students to promote social alternatives."
Andrew Walsh and Susan Pikor
"the general sense is that there
are some changes in student life
and that students are happy
about it." Then Painter turned
the meeting over to the individual departments.
David Winer, Dean of Students, began by reporting on
the success of the first year experience and the recruitment of
new students. He spoke of the
plans to improve the dorm councils, upgrade dormitories, renovate lounges, and install cable.
His biggest goal for the improvement of undergraduate
life is the facilitation of more
student/faculty interaction. He
spoke of the efforts of his department to up the number of
activities available to students.
Mary Thomas, Senior Associate Dean of Students, then
commented on the progress of,
and possibility for implementation of, the Code of Academic
Integrity.
Beth Egan, Director of Student Activities, then addressed
the group on the accomplish-

She hopes to increase the
number of theme dorms in the
coining years, as well as better
utilize already existent programs like the! shuttle system,
which may soon be used to take
students to the hockey games.
April Brown, Associate Director of Mather Hall, then spoke
about the booming success of
The Underground, now open
many more hours, including the
daytime. She also reported about
the rise in the use of the
gameroom.
Chris Guilmartin, Assistant
Director of the Calendar Office,
then spoke about the intended
use of Rittenburg and the plans
for the newly renovated Mather
rooms.
Jill Reich, Dean of Faculty,
then reported on the first year
academic program, the composition of the faculty, and the new
director of the Math Center, Judy
Moran.
Louise Fisher, Director of
Special Academic Programs,
spoke.about the recent contro-

versy and debate over IDP students. Anne Utz, Internship Coordinator, reported on the extremely positive external evaluation of Trinity's internship program.
Rick Hazelton, Director of
Athletics, addressed the group
about his hopes to transform
Ferris into a recreation center
which will accommodate all students. His department is making efforts to change and improve the atmosphere for
women. He also hopes to improve the intramural program.
Karen Isgur, Assistant Director of Alumni Relations,
spoke finally on the status of
alumni involvement, as well as
the involvement of class officers
in planning social alternatives.

Her comments concluded the
meeting duetolack of time
Andrew Walsh and Susan
Pikor commented that the
"stock-taking session" was a
successful meeting of administrators who are all trying to ensure that student life is thriving
for undergraduates. They said
"the schoolisnot concerned with
engineering social life but in
working with the students to
promote social alternatives."
They agreed that because
there is more student diversity
now than ever, Trinity needs to
find more options and alternatives to continue to sustain and
retain the undergraduates. The
administrationplans to continue
the positive efforts displayed in
the senior group.

Trinity College To
Begin Accreditation
BY CINDY DARLING
News Editor

Trinity will begin a selfaccreditation process as part of
The New England Association
of Schools a n d Colleges
(NEASQ. The process will extend over a period of two years,
in which time the college will
produce a 100 page report. At
the end of this accreditation, a
NEASC team will visit Trinity
in 1996 to make a.final decision
on trinity's status. President
Painter has appointed Eugene
Leach professor of history and

American Studies and Jack
Wagget associate administrative dean as cochairman of
the self study. The two attended a NEASC workshop
earlier in November, and are
now preparingforthe studyTheaccreditationaimsto
present a valid and balanced
review of the college's
strengths and weaknesses
andplansforwaystoimprove
in the future.vMore information concerning the actual
timetable and the actual process will be available by December 1.

For about adollar a da#
both will give youthe power you need to
survive this semester.
Only $33.00 a month*
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Area Nine Approves Report On Diversity In Public Schools
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor

More steps have been taken towards
creating legislation for desegregation of
the Greater Hartford public schools this
past week. On Thursday, November
17th, the Area Nine Regional Planning
Forum approved its final report regarding diversity in the public schools.
The Connecticut General Assembly
passed Public Act 93-263 last year which
called for the establishment of eleven
Regional Forums. According to the act,
each of the eleven forums was required
to address the following mandates: "(1)

Improve the quality of school performance and student outcomes; (2) Reduce barriers to opportunity; (3) Enhance
student diversity and awareness of diversity; (4)' Address the programmatic
needs of students with limited English
proficiency."
The Forum's plan emphasized the
need for parental involvement in their
children's education, awareness of different cultures, a strong multicultural
curriculum and educational standards,
and a safe environment. Critics of the
plan suggested that the plan had several
good ideas, but as far as calling for action, it does little.

Restaurant Review: Thai
Cuisine AtLemon Grass

The plan recommended that the city
continue to utilize existingprograms such
as Project Concern, and create sister
school and magnet school programs to
pool resources and common interests.
Proponents of the report stressed
that they do not want forced bussing and
that participation in this program will be
voluntary. Additionally, funding for this
program will be solely from the state and
not from an increase in ftie local property
taxes.
The plan also called for the creation
of three community centers which would
provide for after-hour study help and
literacy programs. The centers would
also offer adult programs, such as classes
in parenting. Other programs which
might be offered are "nontraditional"
language classes such as Russian, Japa-

nese, or Chinese, as well as Advanced
Placement courses. This center would
provide for community activities, as well.
The Forum acknowledged that barriers, such as racism, already exist which
will make integration a difficult task.
What the plan asks for is that every child
is exposed to as many different cultures
as possible while in school, so as to foster
understanding of different people. The
way which this can be attained, says the
report, is through a multicultural curriculum.
Each city has compiled a report of
their own and each of the eleven regions
have compiled reports. With these recommendations, the task is now to compose legislation to be submitted to the
Connecticut General Assembly for consideration.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The principles listed below guide this regional plan. The recommendations that
follow each section of the report were made in the spirit of these principles. If a
Regional plan is truly to improve educational quality and diversity, these principles
must become pervasive throughout all of the twenty-two towns and school districts
in Regional Planning Forum, Area Nine.

MJCEYAMADA
This week's restaurant reviewers before their adventure.
BY EMILY BEATTY&
It fasted just as the menu described
SEAN BERRY
and I was not disappointed at all.
Metro-Hartford Writers
Sean: The waitress was relatively,

Emily: It was nice to get off campus and go to West Hartford for a
change. Lemon Grass was the perfect
place for a blind date.., quiet, but not
too romantic. I pictured a blind date as
being awkward, but this wasn't as I
had expected. I had briefly met Sean
before and it was pretty comfortable
from the start.
Sean: When I entered rite restaurant, I decided that the atmosphere
was a little strange; but Emily was a
great date. It made dinner much more
enjoyable, as she was easy to talk to. •
Emily: The menu had what you
would expect at a Thai Restaurant:
noodles, rice/Chickervseafoodanct vegetarian entreesSean: Westartedoffwithacoupie
of beers and thensomespringroHs. For
my main entree I ordered a shrimp,
curried dish.
Emily: Iordereda vegetariandish.

accommodating and pleasant*
Emily: The service was excellent
especially with the over attentive water boy who came around every two
minutes.
Sean: A dessert menu was never
presented to us, but we were both a
little full and ready to go.
Emily: Over all, the date went
really well, I am glad I got to know
Sean beyond the AD pledge working
the keg. We had a really good time
and talked about everything from: his
initiation which had occurred the night
before, to the summer; to mutual
friends.
Sean: I thoroughly enjoyed myself at dinner with Emily. There was
never an uncomfortable silence or
uneasiness.
It was an overall good experience. And the menu was priced very
reasonably, I might even say inexpensive.

Writing A Senior Thesis:
Are you wondering what
you've gotten yourself into?
Do you feel both dread and delight at the thought
of writing a senior thesis?
This workshop offers you a special opportunity to
find out about writing resources and to talk with
other thesis writers about concerns, strategies,
and survival techniques.
Conducted by Beverly Wall
Tuesday, November 29,1994.
7:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
The Writing Center, 115 Vernon Street

To register, call Kim in the
Writing Center at x2036.

O.ualiiy of Education. This region has an obligation to provide, and then maintain,
educational facilities and programs which will enable all its students to learn at
ever higher levels.
Diversity. We value diversity within the learning environment and in the community. Diversity in all aspects of education—staff, curricula, materials, classroom
mix—better prepares students for the world they will soon face.
Economic Development. The future economic development and growth of our
region is linked to the educational attainment of all our students. Each depends
upon the other.
Local Accountability. Education is overseen best by the parents and taxpayers most
directly involved. Regional cooperation must enhance this overview, and it must
Tceep educational policy-making close to the community level.
Voluntary Compliance. The programs proposed in this regional plan will be
voluntary, both for the community and for the school district.
Family. Students learn best when their families value education. Families must be
encouraged and empowered to become effective partners in the educational
process.
Training. High quality teaching is essential to high quality learning. Fully trained
, and; committed tethers .are essential, as well, tp multicultural education. Tyai.
improve educational quality and enhance diversity in Area Nine, an appropriate
training component must undergird each program proposed in this regional
plan.
Funding. The regional plan anticipates that all its programs will be state funded.
Further, the state commitment must be long term, and not cut off once a program
has been established. Nothing proposed by the Regional Planning Forum, Area
Nine, should place a further burden on the local property tax.
(Courtesy: Final Report: Regional Planning Forum, Area Nine)

Show
Times
SHOWCASE CINEMAS
936 Silver Lane, East Hartford, 568-8810
Shows after 11PM on weekends only
Pulp Fiction
12:05, 3:20, 7:00, 9:50
Stargate
11:25,2:05,4:35, 7:25,10:00,12:15
Interview With A Vampire
11:30,12:10,2:15, 2:50,4:50,5:20
Lion King
Frankenstein
The War
Star Trek: Generations
Miracle on 34th Street
The Santa Claus
The Professional
The Swan Princess

7:20, 7:55, 9:55,10:20,12:20
11:45,1:55, 4:10,7:10, 9:50,11:40
11:35, 2:20,10:00,12:25
4:55, 9:25,11:55
11:15,1:20,1:50, 4:05, 4:30, 7:05, 7:30
9:40,10:10,12:05,12:30
11:20, 1:45, 4:15, 7:15, 9:35, 12:00
11:40, 2:10, 4:25, 7:45, 5:25,11:50
11:50, 2:25, 4:25, 7:45,10:45,12:10
11:55,2:00, 4:00,6:40

CINEMA CITY
235 Brained Road, Hartford, 549-0030
Early shows on Saturdays and Sundays only
Quiz Show
1:15,3:45, 6:55, 9:30
Shawshank Redemption
1:00,4:00,6:45,9:25
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Star Trek: Generations Concludes The Original Series
BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Features Editor
Star Trek: Generations is the first big

screen movie with the new crew of the
Enterprise. It is also the much anticipated face to face first meeting of the two
most famous captains in space.
The movie begins seventy years before the Enterprise 1701 - D, with the
christening voyage of the Enterprise B.
Aboard it for it's first flight are Kirk,
Chekhov, and Scotty. Noticeably absent
are Bones and Spock. Supposedly, the
actors wanted their parts to be remembered as more than just a brief cameo
appearance, which is what Scotty and
Chekhov got.
As the movie progresses, we find
ourselves with the crew of the next generation. All are present, except for of
course, Wil Wheaton, who I am sure was
not missed. As a Next Generation fan, I
found that the personalities of some of
the characters were exaggerated from
their usual roles that they had played in (the actor) thought of this.
Also, in an attempt to add a bit of
the no longer running series.
Picard receives bad news at the start humor into the movie, Data finally
of the movie: his brother and nephew achieves his ultimate dream and receives
have perished in a fire. He is not only sad emotions. Major faux pas in my eyes. It
because of the death, but, because he is was definitely funny, but also the way in
beginning to feel the reality of living which he came upon the emotions was
more years than he has left, and now, weak.
with the deaths, there is no one to carry
He decided part way through the
on the Picard line. In what I personally movie to install the "emotion chip " which
found to be an out of character move, he had received from his brother Lore
Picard cries in front of Deanna. This is seasons before the time of the movie. For
strictly my personal opinion, of course, those of us who remember particular
but I felt a bit let down by Picard and felt shows in the series, it should be rememthat he was not typical of all that the bered that Data was going to destroy this
character was in the show.
chip because it had turned his brother
Firstly, I feel that if the captain were evil and that he was not ready to deal
ever to cry, that he would never do it in with the effects of the chip.
front of anyone—even the counselor. It
In the movie, he had the chip in a
seems that the writers felt it acceptable to glass case, in sort of a "shrine" set up. iif
make Picard seem not as "strong and I recall correctly, at the end of the episode
emotional" as they worked so hard to in which Geprdi prevented Data"-from
portray throughout the seven year run of destroying the chip, Geordi had taken
the series. I wonder what Patrick Stewart the chip away. Regardless of the slight

confusion that this causes, it definitely is
amusing to see Data laughing, crying,
experiencing fear and disgust.
The plot itself is an exciting one that
is, in no way, lacking. Dr. Soran, played
by Malcolm McDowell, is the villain of
the movie. He is trying to get back to
what is called to the "Nexis," a place
which Guinan (WhoopiGoldberg, a regular from the next generation series) has
been herself. The Nexis is a kind of
Utopia in which time does not exist.
In the process of trying to get there,
he is going to have to destroy a sun,
which supports a planet containing a
humanoid race of millions of people. Of
course, as usual, it is Picard and Kirk to
the rescue, but in the meantime they get
stuck in the Nexis which is a personal
• paradise for each, and they have to come
to terms with the fact that where they are
is not a reality, but a fantasy.
Soran has the help of the Klingons.
(Of course, would it be a Star Trek movie

without the Klingons?) So there are a
few battle scenes with a bird of prey and
the crew of the Enterprise is forced to
evacuate to the saucer section and the
ship separates.
The sad part of the movie is the
death of Kirk. This much publicized
scene was still a shock, and a great tear
jerker even though everyone in the theater was expecting it. More though, it
represented the end of an era. It was a
reality as we left the theater that there
REALLY were not going to be any more
of the old Star Trek movies.
The end of the movie was certainly
left open for a following movie with the
next generation crew. The Enterprise D
is destroyed, but in a final conversation
between Riker and Picard, Riker nostalgically comments that he had always
thought he would get the chance to sit in
the captain's chair of the Enterprise.
Picard then says that there will most
likely be "another Enterprise."

Rice's: Interview With A Vampire Draws In The Fans
kill". Louis and Claudia form an immeTom Cruise's witty character
diate bond and Lestat loves his little complemented the serious Louis very
prodigy, who is almost as bloodthirsty well. I thought Brad Pitt was a little too
as himself. As the movie progresses this unemotional in this movie, his voice
little family becomes rather dysfunc- seemed monotone throughout most of
Kirtsen: Based on the novels of
tional- Claudia hates Lestat for leaving his narration.
Anne Rice, Interview With The Vampire is
her in a s£age where she will eternally be
written to reveal the secrets of a vampire's
However, by the end of the movie,
world. The movie is told from the point
a child, and Louis has still never come to he seems to come to life. The set and
of view of a 300 year old vampire as he is attention of everyone. From an eigh- terms with his vampire nature. You special effects in this movie where what
telling his story to one very eager re- teenth century ball in Paris to an under- can't help but feel sorry for these vam- made the whole thing come together.
porter, Christian Slater.
ground dungeon housing blood thirsty, pires despite their killings. There is an There is a lot of blood, a dead rat and
Brad Pitt is a vampire who conceives vampires, the audience is completely exciting turn of events at the end, keep- human bodies; but, nothing ever looks
the reality of his life to be complete hell. enveloped by the world of vampires. ing the viewer involved right until the fake. The scenery and costumes for the
At the age of 24, after both his wife and The reporter finds himself taken in, and credits.
different eras are very elaborate and rechild die during birth, he is brought into by the end, he wants to become a vamThis movie was definitely interest- alistic. For all its hype, I think Interview
the world of vampires by Tom Cruise. pire as well.
ing (although I've never read the book so with the Vampire lives up to its expectaThe first major problem he encounters is
The last scene, involving Tom Cruise I'm not sure if it was a good adaptation.) tions.
the necessity of killing human life for the going against the wishes of Pitt once
ever alluring taste of blood. Pitt insists more, is perhaps the best part of the
on eating rats for the first few years un- movie. Interview With The Vampire is an
able to accept all the death. The antics entertaining, suspenseful, and even comiand insistent games Cruise pulls to con- cal film. I would recommend this movie
vince his friend of the pleasures of hu- to everyone.
man blood are some of the most enterLaura: This story told of the re- .
taining scenes in the film. Brad Pitt and morseful life led by Louis (Pitt.) Louis
Medical research is very rewarding.
Tom Cruise work beautifully together was made a vampire in the eighteenth
By participating in a clinical trial, not only can you help
making their roughly 100 year rendez- century by Lestat (Tom Cruise), a lonely
make a difference in medicine,
vous both intense and hysterical.
vampire looking for a companion. Given
but you will be compensated for your time.
Through the years, these two vam- the choice between death or immortalThe Hartford Center for Clinical Research has been a leader in the
pires acquire a little child vampire to ity, Louis chooses to join Lestat. Howfield of research for over a decade, and is in need of your help!
treat as their own. When she realizes the ever, Louis cannot kill humans, despite
fact that she will never grow into a being a vampire he still has a moralistic
Males Ages 18-40
woman's body, despite her many years, side to him which leaves him in internal
You may be eligible to participate in our current anti-nausea study
she takes revenge against the one who turmoil, whether to kill humans and
if you are healthy and taking NO medications. The study involves two
made her so, Cruise. Her attempts to kill satisfy his desires or to live his Iif£ off of
(2) outpatient visits and a 24 hour inpatient stay.
Tom Cruise provide much of the sus- rats and dogs. To make matters worse,
pense in this movie. This young actress Lestat can't get enough human blood, he
$150.00 Compensation
fills her major role as well as both Pitt and likes a nice three course dinner every
Cruise.
night, and enjoys making amockery of
Other restrictions apply. Call for more information.
The scenery and clothing were re- Louis's problem.
markably well done covering the sevenThis strange companionship gets'
1-800-234-4388 or 724-O590
teenth century until the present day. The even weirder when Lestat makes another
The Hartford Center for Clinical Research
images presented throughout the show vampire out of a young girl, Claudia
"Dedicated to the Advancement of Quality Medicine"
are vivid and real enough to capture the (Kirsten Dunst), who was Louis's "first

LAURA DUNLEAVY &
KIRSTEN HOEHN
Metro-Hartford Writers

Medical Research
Pays Off
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Student Dances Focus on Sensuality of Expression
BYLIEZELMUNEZ
Arts Writer
Pulsating rhythms... pelvic thrustssensual eroticism were all conveyed
through a wonderful vehicle of expression: dance.
On the grey matted Seabury studio
floor with ballet barres lining each wall,
the dance styles took on different forms
at an informal showing of student works
in progress, produced by the Dance Club's
Fall Student Showcase. The Showcase is
organized by student choreographers at
least once every semester.
This past Tuesday and Wednesday
evening, the Trinity student body was
given the opportunity to watch the often
overlooked dance talent that exists on
our campus.

The showcase was comprised of
four pieces, each rendering their own
individual and artistic style. The first,
entitled "Common Ground," with music by Mood Swings, was a collaberation
of choreography and dance by Keyne
Barry '96, Catherine Brunei '96, Jennifer
Joseph '98, Joanna Majewski '98, Tori
Marsh '97, and Christina Tsoules '98.
The beginning movement was one
of lyrical tranquility until the stillness
slowly and smoothly developed into
funk.
The second piece, "It's My Life,"
choreographed by Catherine Brunei depicted six dancers all in black pushing
their bodies in aggressive movements.
Danced to high energy techno music by Dr. Alban, the piece possessed
nice, fluid circular compositional arALICE YAMADA

The Dance Club's Fall Student Showcase.

Students explore sensuality of expression.

ALICE YAMADA

rangements. One by one, the dancers
were domino-like, linked together but
each doing a different motion at a different moment. The piece ended with an
abrupt, but extremely strong/fixed gaze
into the audience.
The fourth piece, "Untitled," choreographed and danced by Kristen Chun,
'95, stood out as unique among the rest.
Chun's erotic abilty to sensualize her
movement of fluidity firmly entranced
the audience.
A piece of hugging movement to
the ground, the choreography of "Untitled" allowed for electrifyingly large
swooping movements and beautiful leg
maneuvers that seemed to melt within
her movement.
The last piece, "Who's Yo Daddy?,"
choreographed by Ann Marie Jose, '96,
was a spicey dance of sensuality.
With the erotically pulsating rhythm

of Janet Jacksons's "Throb," the dancers
expressed their inner right to free their
sexuality. The twelve dancers put the
audience in an intensified trance, with
pelvic thrusting motions that demonstrated their confidence to express their
sexual impulses.
According to Jose, individuals
should be able to not only experience
their own freedom of inner sensuality,
but also be able to feel confident enough
to express it in public if they so desire,
disregrading any anti-public sentiment.
All in all, the Dance Club's Fall Student Showcase was a successful collaboration of student choreography.
Ranging in artistic styles of tranquil
lyricism to soft, fluid eroticism to even
hip-hop confident expressions of sexuality, the dancers electrified the audience
with a refreshingly diversified evening
of dance.

Student Production of Shakespeare Classic:

Love, Jealousy, Murder All Play Parts In A Winter's Tale
play.
The second act takes a notable departure from the tragedy of the first. At
A Winter'sTale, one of Shakespeare's this point, a child borne by Leontes'
last plays, is a story of love, jealousy, wife, suspected by Leontes to be farevenge, and murder which moves from thered by his old best friend, has been
tragedy and comedy while retaining its taken by Jensen's character, Antigonus,
to be abandoned in the island of
essential qualities.
The play, which will be performed Bohemia.
in Goodwin Theater in Austin Arts from
Contrasting with the tragedy of the
December 2 to December 4, is the product first part, the second act features
of a semester's worth of work in the The- Antigonus' run-in, and ultimate demise
ater and Dance Department's class en- at the hands of a bear, and the adoption
titled A Winter's Tale: Processes in Pro- of the child suspected of being illegitiduction.
mate by a shepherd and his son, who
The class began the actual rehears- happens to be a clown.
ing of the play over Reading Week. EvenThroughout the play runs the theme
tually they received help from a voice of time as an actual character in the play.
trainer from Yale Repertory, as the na- The theme emerges in the title of the
ture of the performance developed.
play, in which the suggestion is made
The story, like most of Shakespeare's that the season is relaying the narrative.
works, touches on almost every capable Then, again, to show the age progression of the child^ thought to be illegitihuman emotion or issue.
According to Bow Jensen, '96, the mate, the character of Time shows the
story begins in the land of Sicdlia, as King passage of sixteen years.
Leontes suspects infidelity on the part of
The play continues with all the inhis wife and his best friend.
tricacies of plot and multidimensional
Leontes' best friend comes to visit characters typical of Shakespeare's
him; Leontes and his wife attempt to works.
make him prolong his visit. Yet when his
Under the direction of Arthur
wife does her part to help convince the Feinsod, professor in the department of
friend to stay longer, Leontes becomes Theater and Dance, and Milla Riggio, a
jealous and suspicious of the two.
professor of English, the cast offers its
Thus, upon the introduction to the own interpretation of Shakespeare's
plot, Shakespeare has brought themes of play.
friendship, love and jealousy to the foreOne scene which has traditionally
front.
been subject to varying interpretations
The theme of murder is not long in is the scene in which Antigonus encouncoming either; out of rage for the sus- ters a bear in Bohemia, in his attempts to
pected wrongdoings of his wife and best get rid of the child believed to be the
friend, Leontes engages the aide of others product of the alleged affair between
to kill his best friend. The first act is Leontes' wife and his best friend.
characterized by the tragic exchange of
Antigonus' death at the mercy of
jealousy, abandoned children, and be- the bear has been acted out by different
trayal- standard fare for a Shakespeare casts in different ways; according to

BY BEE BORNHEIMER
Arts Writer

members of this cast, the bear scene has
been cleverly and humorously directed.
Expected highlights of the play, according to cast members, will be the comedic trio of Josh Weinstein, Peter Nigra,
and Josh Epstein.
Weinstein plays Autolycus, described as a "rogue who steals everything," and connives to use arising situations to his own advantage. Nigra and
Epstein play the respective characters of

the shepherd and his clown son who take
the abandoned child under their wing.
The process by which A Winter's
Tale has developed this semester has
been a learning experience for many of
the cast members. For many it is the first
Shakespeare production they have been
involved with. The result of months of
practicing and refining is sure to be a
production which is both thought-provoking and humorous.
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'A Moral Fable of Our Times':

Suddenly Last Summer And The Poet Fantastic At Hartford Stage
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
Arts Editor

A

The cacophony of screeching birds with fluttering wings
filled a black theater stopped
abruptly as lights flooded a terraced green and orange stage.
With this, director JoAnne
Akalaitis begins her flawless
production
of
Tennessee Williams' Suddenly
Last Summer at the Hartford
Stage.
This is a production of unparalleled vision with remarkable performances that are rendered spectacular by impeccably timed light and music cues.
Everything about this play is
tight, making it a true wonder.
Set in 1940 New Orleans,
the play explores Violet
Venable's (Anita Gillette) pathological grief over her deceased
son Sebastian. Her deteriorating health and fading beauty

mirror the decline of a matriarchal society. The circumstances
surrounding the bizarre death
of her son bring further shame
to a family who once travelled
in a circle where reputations
were sustained and destroyed
by rumor alone.
The only outlet for her rage
is her niece Catherine Holly. (Lisa
Arrindell Anderson), the sole
witness to Sebastian's death. So .
gruesome was his death that
Catherine's story has shocked
the Venable's elite clique. To
stop the story from spreading
further, Violet has Catherine
confined to a psychiatric hospital, where she can only venture
outside under the supervision
of Sister Felicity (Myra Lucretia
Taylor).
Dr. Cukrowicz (Mark
' Deakins), referred to as "Dr.
Sugar," was recruited to uncover
the truth in Catherine's story
and perform his experimental
surgery on her silent ii

Catherine releasing herself to Dr. Cukrowicz.
ever. In return, Violet will be- face and prevented Sebastian
come his benefactor and finance from taking her traveling with
him. Before the word stroke can
his research.
Add to this Mrs. Holly and fall from Catherine's mouth, SisGeorge (MaryLouise Burke and ter Felicity, George, Mrs. Holly,
Todd Weeks), Catherine's and the servant girl Miss Foxhill
mother and brother, and the (Dawn Saito) contort their faces
portrait of a dysfunctional soci- and twitch their bodies to the
ety is rendered complete. Their sound of a heart pounding overvisceral ignorance, £s their char- head. Life stops as the four
acters, and enhances their value. writhe in a suspended realm of
George himself, the quintessen- heightened visual explanation.
tial Tulane fraternity aspirant, The power of this scene is beis so remarkably doltish and tact- yond words and mustbe seen to
less that one must shudder at be appreciated.
him.
The successful attempts of
Director Akalaitis meshed such risky stage devices pervade
Williams' pervasive stasis with this production. The ease with
an avant-garde stage design to which the actors perform within
create this crisp production. The them is redoubtful.
use of lighting and unnatural
There is not one weak link
posturing to begin select scenes in this production. The obnoxcombined strong acting with iously colored costumes and
perfect cues and direction. The chiseled hair styles contribute
resultwas visually stunning and without distracting from the
intellectually provocative.
unity of the production. As does
One of the play's greatest the perfect choice of music,
devices was its intermittent use which Akalaitis manipulated to
of the actors to synchronistically cast a pall on the stage and eerie
portray the emotions and inter- inflection into the actors' voices.
nal thoughts of one of the proMentally attenuated by the
tagonists. In one scene, climax of Suddenly Last Summer,
Catherine harshly reminds Vio- this cadre of phenomenal perlet that it was her stroke which formers continues without rest
Dr. Cukrowicz assisting a grieving Mrs. Venable. T. CHARLES ERICKSON deformed the left side of her in Williams' short s tory Tiie Poet,

T. CHARLES ERICKSON

its premiere performance.
Akalaitis shifts genres with
mesmerizing ease, provoking
the thought that the two pieces
were meant to be together. Ms.
Taylor, formerly Sister Felicity,
keens in her tauntingly beautiful voice, while costumes are
meticulously altered and slight
additions are made to the set.
What emerges in this "choreographed piece of fiction"
does not depend as much upon
what is said as how well it is
said. The same actors moved
like a phalanx with perfect group
recitation of select lines about a
lonely poet who engages a group
of children on a beach.
Superlatives cannot do justice to these two performances,
-which move regrettably quickly.
This evening of Tennessee Williams, in all of its stultifying
beauty, must be experienced
firsthand. It augurs to be one of
the Hartford-Stage's best productions of the year.
It continues through December 17 at 8 pm on Friday and
Saturday (7:30 all other nights
except Monday with a matinee
on November 26, December 10
and 17). This is an opportunity
that cannot be passed up.

Concert Choir With Conn College Master Bach's B-MinorMass
many more hours to perform;
the choir only sang a relatively
small percentage of the moveTrinity College's Concert ments in the complete piece.
Choir collaborated with ConThe performance, accordnecticut College's Chamber ing to choir members, took a
Choir this weekend to produce long time and many special pracan enjoyable rendition of Bach's tices to pull together. There were
B-Minor Mass.
numerous factors making the
The concert, held in the Bach piece difficult to perform.
Trinity Chapel, featured over
The range of notes and the
eighty students from Trinity, as complexity of the runs make the
well as twenty-eight Connecti- B-minor Mass a challenge to
cut College students. Under the performers.
direction of Gerald Moshell, a
Also, as one member of the
professor of music at Trinity, choir described, there are many
the Concert Choir and Chamber
Choir havebeen working on this
particular piece since Parents
Weekend in September.
The work performed by the
choirs was Bach's 1733 version
of the Mass; during the last years
of his life, he added various parts of the piece in which it
movements to make the piece becomes difficult to stay in one's
"one of the most celebrated part. There are parts where altos
Mass-settings of all time."
will have to sing higher than
The piece was chosen for its sopranos, and so it requires conbeauty, and because it is one of centration to keep from strayMoshell's favorites. The 1733 ing.
version was chosen over the
Overall, the performance,
complete version simply be- wasbeautifully performed, with'
cause the full piece would take the setting again contributing to
BYBEEBORNHEIMER
Arts Editor

the effect. Opening the concert the Connecticut College Cham- the reason that many of the solowas a movement from the Or- ber Choir, who sang an aria as ists performed just slightly out
chestral Suite No. 3 in D major, the ninth movement of the Mass. of harmony with the orchestra.
performed by the musicians acThe arch also may have
An advantage that the Concompanying the choirs.
cert Choir had in performing made the notes of various inFrom the first notes of the this piece is that the works of struments, such as the french
orchestra, it was clear that the Bach were created with very im- horn, sound more muted than
Chapel was an ideal place for portant bass parts. Trinity's Con- they probably should have.
In general, the combined
the concert. Commented on fre- cert Choir, appropriately, has a
quently by viewers of the con- very strong bass section; they forces of Trinity's Concert Choir
cert, the acoustics of the Chapel were able to fulfill much of the and the Connecticut College
made for an almost professional potential created by the piece, Chamber did well with the masparticularly in the hea«y basses sive project that they undertook.
sound.
Bach's B-minor Mass has
The most striking perfor- of the opening Kyrie.
mances came from soloists Lisa
For the advantages of the been described as "a truly diffiDavis '98 and Gideon Pollach choir's choice of pieces and the cult undertaking" for a number
of reasons. In addition to the
complex runs that exist in the
piece, the singers have little time
to breathe because of the fullness of thepiece.
Such a complicated piece
is usually sung by more profes'96. Davis' voice, heard in a duet location of the concert, one at- sional voices- most frequently
with Michael Motch '97, was tendant also noted a disadvan- by men between the ages of
clear and moving. Pollach's deep tage in the structure of the thirty and thirty-five and
women between the ages of
voice reverberated through the chapel.
chapel with emotion and spirit,
An arch which separated twenty-five and thirty.
For the Concert Choir to
though it was at times compet- the orchestra from the various
ing with overwhelming echoes soloists may haveprevented the perform such a piece as well as
from the orchestra section.
singers from hearing the musi- they did was an impressive
Another impressive solo cal accompaniment as well as showing on the parts of both the
came from Amy Hayden, '97, of they might have. This could be performers and the director.
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Being Grateful For All We Have On Thanksgiving Day
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Announcements Editor

For most of us, Thanksgiving affords us the opportunity to see family
and friends, as well as to break from the
monotony of Mather.
Recent years have prompted the
myths of Thanksgiving to be dispelled.
Whether or not the Thanksgiving Day
tale has been my thologized, the concept
of people gathering without the barriers
of race and class is something worth
preserving.
I grew up near Plymouth Rock and
have seenPlymouth Plantation, the sight

Thanksgiving seemed to turn Thanksgiving into just another day on the calendar.
During freshman year of high
school, a blizzard engulfed Boston and
paralyzed the city on Thanksgiving Day.
Without a good meal, my cynicism over
ran me and I became annoyed with what
I considered to be a waste of a perfectly
good day off from school. Trapped in
my apartment, and having watched one
too many versions of the Mayflower
journey, I ventured out into the snow.
It was bleak in the streets and only
a few restaurants remained open in the
face of the storm. The cold was brutal

Recent years have prompted the myths of Thanksgiving to
be dispelled. Whether or not the Thanksgiving day tale
has been mythologized, the concept of people gathering
without the barriers of race and class is something worth
preserving.
of the first Thanksgiving, numerous
tunes. As a child, the month of November seemed to signify the coming of yet
another trip to the Mayflower.
As I grew older, the historical inconsistencies and idealized version of

and the wind seemed to screech through
the buildings, slappingmy face and making it raw.
Before the cold began to bother me,
I had walked a dozen blocks. I became
frustrated with the cold and briskly be-

gan to make the journey back home.
However, the wind was intense now and
it made the walk home difficult. My
mother's warnings that the storm might
escalate while I was walking haunted
me, and I pushed forward in annoyance
that she had been right. Through the
gusts of snow I saw the gloomy lights of
a Store Twenty Four. I stepped in Store
Twenty Four, to get warm and buy a cup
of hot cocoa.
The aisles were deserted and only
one employee in a stained uniform was
perched behind the counter, reading a
romance novel. He looked up at me as I
swung open the door, and a gust of wind
carried some snow in with me.
As I was getting the hot chocolate
out of a machine, the door swung open
again and an older man stumbled into
the store. His face was chapped and his
clothes were not adequate for such brutal weather. He bumbled around the
store, half drunk from the cold and finally sat down on the linoleum. The man
behind the counter looked defiantly at
him, as if annoyed that the homeless
visitor had interrupted his steamy novel,
and barked "No vagrants, buy something or get out."
I was suddenly uncomfortable and

self—consciously aware of the features
on my face, and the steamy cup of hot
cocoa in my hands. Should I speak up?
Or give him some money? I became
flustered and quickly made my way to
the counter, payed for the cup of hot coco
placing it at the man's feet and running
out of the Store Twenty Four.
I walked home, haunted by the
memory of the man in the store. For a
long time I stood in the window of my
apartment starring blankly at the city
lights, wondering why I handled the situation so poorly.
Thanksgiving is still a myth and
perhaps we will forever criticize the story
book version of real life, however, it is
one of the many days during the year
which seems to be appointed on the calendar to serve as a momentary wakeup
call. It is a concept which may not regularly be played out in the real world, but
it is an ideal to work towards.
You do not have to meet a homeless
person to experience some sense of gratitude and admittedly there are some
people who have more to be grateful for
than others. Wouldn't it be nice, however, if the world really worked like a
children's story and one day, everyone
got along.

ALONG THE LONG WALK
What is your favorite part of the turkey?
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Paul Pearlman '95
"The gizzard/'

RobBarlick'98
"The heart."

Jon Selib '97
"The thigh/'

8

1
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O
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Ben Delmonico '97
Dana Fuller '97
"The giblets—that's where
they keep the heroin."

Tim O'Brien'98
Dil Parkison '98
"The breasts."

If w i
Leah Kalayjian '97
Chris Dods '98

J

'\ like hummus and bagels with
mustard. And zucchini."
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Ken Halbeig Produces & Directs Trinity College: At A Glance
what Trinity truly is. Sports are too individualized and what Ken wants to do is
to show Trinity life and the sort of social
Imagine ten years from now pop- integration that we engage in. Parties/
ping a tape into the VCR. This tape SAGA, The Walk of Shame, Marty, ThV
would contain shots of the infamous hot Bistro and much more are some of the
dog man, The Hall, The View & The Tap, subjects to be focused en.
AD, scenes from the Long Walk, H & L,
The video is not complete: it will be
and so many other images that will have taped until the end of the semester and
remained in your memory as some of the will be available to the student body
best times and places that you had at upon our return for the spring term.
Trinity.
Ken will be editing the tape over
Kenneth Halberg '96, is in the pro- winter break in New York City at Verticess of making such a video. It is some- cal Eye Studios. The final cut will be
what like a video yearbook. He's calling thirty minutes worth of graphics, music,
r
it Trinity College: At A Glance and it will, and the works. J'
be on sale by Ken throughout the acaAs of now, Ken says that there will
demic year.
be two songs in the video •— one at the
The video includes eight senior com- beginning and one at the end. The start
ALICE VAMADA
mentators: Vivian Holtzman, Paul of the video will begin with fche song Ken Halberg '96 and his assistants while making their video.
Wasserman, Evan Goldberg, Megan "Welcome to the Jungle," by Guns 'n teemed "Walk of Shame."
placed an order on the video, so regardCurren, Peter Nigra, Josh Weinsteih, Sa- Roses. At the end of the tape will be a
• • Ken has been showing a seven ing the sales as far as the production of
rah Cody, and Jon Moskowitz. How- sentimental RollingStones song (the title minute segment of the video outside of the video, the outlook is good.
Mather for the past few weeks. He is
Ken is the director and the producer
Parties, SAGA, The Walk of Shame, Marty, The Bistro arid ' selling the video for$19.95beforeThanks- (and also the "prayer," he jokes) of the
givirfg break, $24.95 after Thanksgiving video. He got the idea to make a video
much more are the some of the subjects to be focused on.
until Christmas, and for $29.95 when we from his brother who created one at
return to Trinity in January. So if you are Choate Rosemary Hall. Ken thinks that
planning on purchasing it, there is an the final video will be successful. He
ever, Ken stresses that this is not a video of which is being left as a surprise.)
for only seniors. "I am trying to incorpoThe video is composed of about ten advantage to doing it now.
feels that yearbooks, although nice to
rated everyone into the video - It's not minutes of scenic shots with music; eight
Ken needs to get 75 buyers before have and to look at, are out of date and
just for seniors, ifs for a lot of the younger minutes of the View, the Tap, and par- Christmas if the video is to happen. This that the concept of a video yearbook is
people as well," Ken said.
ties; five minutes of interviews in the is the exact amount of students that he "technology at it's finest," Ken said. It is
There are no sports events in the Cave, the Bistro, and Chuckees; and will need to break even due to the $1500 something that "people can take home
video; rather it is a social and political seven minutes of scenery "Along The it will cost to edit and produce the video. and remember the school by when they
video. The goal of the video is to show Long Walk" with interviews and the es- As of November 14th, 50 students had get older," he said.
BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Features Editor

Editors' Personal Guide
To Proper Party Etiquette
BY WHITNEY POMEROY &
BEE BORNHEIMER
Features Editor and Arts Editor

notion of 'sickness unto death' is a motif
in this phenomena we distinctly call the
'social atmosphere' of Trinity College?"
So, just a few ideas, we are confident in
After having been trod upon, in- your ability to come up with some other
flamed, bored, soaked and more at the topics.
average Trinity party, we have decided
5. Recognize a pick-up line when you
in frustration to put our collective foot hear it, like
down. This week we offer you a sort of
"Can I walk you home?"
impromptu party guide so that we might
"Do you have any food in your roomlimit these offensives to a minimum in why don't we go and see?"
the future.
"Do you mind if I go back with you
1. No blowing of cigarette smoke in to your room to get those class notes that
people's faces. We understand that there I needed?"
really aren't a lot of places to exhale that
"Do you want to go to Mather and
won't offend anyone, but let's face it—if get cigarettes?"
they wanted smoke in their faces, they'd
And of course, sometimes they just
put it there themselves.
don't make the effort to be original and
2. Pushing and shoving is a no-no. We have to resort to absurdities like:
all learned this basic rule of life way back
"Do you have a quarter? I told my
in our youth- yes, it still applies when mom that I would call her when I met the
you're grovelling for beer at a party.
woman of my dreams."
3. Be conscious offrrehazards. Thumbs
"I have a really big twister board, do
up to Pike—they have maps up all over you want to come and play a round with
that indicate where the fire exits are lo- me?"
cated. If you think you think that people
"Is it hot in here or is it just you?"
push too much to get a beer, imagine a
I mean, come on. Duh.
raging fire behind that crowd. The
6. There's post-party etiquette too!
chances of a fire with two hundred of us When you talk to a person at a party, why
drunk and stumbling around with light- pretend the next day that you don't know
ers are pretty good. Can you imagine a them? Unless you're a.) an idiot b.) a true
maul of people in a panic trying to make blue lush or c.) a victim of serious short
their way up the stairs in the Hall to the term memory, there's no reason not to
front exit? Or what about Psi-U? If you holler a cheerful h6wdy to a new friend
weredown in thebasement, where would the next day on the Long Walk.
you go?
For every person who thinks that
4. Meaningful conversation. Don't be you're a dope and avert their glance in
afraid to move the conversation beyond embarrassment, there's got to be at least
a) how inebriated up you are, b) how one person who is glad you remembered
much work you have, or c) who you them.
hooked up with last night Here are
There are many more suggestions
some clever conversation starters to help we haven't elaborated on- no puking or
you out: "So do you really feel that urinating in public, knowing when to
Grover Cle veland was a better president say when, and no dancing semi-nude or
than Buchanan, because I would have to nude (unless, of course, you have a body
disagree on that..." or "So, don't you feel like Jake from Melrose Place or Cindy
that the new generation of trekkies just Crawford). Now if these rules were actucan't relate or understand all that we've ally applied (the fire hazard thing is some
gone through with the old crew?" or sort of law or something, anyways, right?)
even "Wouldn't you concur that, all the world would be a much better party
things considered, Seiren Kierkegaard's place.
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5.
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4

Once the Greeks are gone, you're stuelc
with us. Deal.
There's strength in numbers.

3.
2.

Em, dont attend our events...
More beerforus.
We're Hot Responsible for Paul Plays itAIL

1.
r

f

Another

TOP 5
Reasons Not To Participate In
Hunger & Homeless Week
5.
4.
3.

You're not hungry or homeless.
You already got your S4 back.
$208 Gore-Tex sleeping bag hasnt arrived

2.
1.

Busy clubbing baby harp seals.
One word; ConnPIRG.
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e and Toolan Lead Team In Scoring
continued from page 16

and added seven rebounds.
After spotting the White Mules an
early 3-0 lead, Trinity scored nine straight
points and would never trail again. Point
guard Kara Ryczek '96 scored her team's
first points of the season, converting a
lay-up off a great outlet pass from Mar;
tin, Ryczek would go on to have four
points and two assists in the 9-0 run.
A potential problem for Trinity was
"beginning to show itself, though. As the
teams traded hoops after Trinity's run,
three Bantam starters, Toolan, Ryczek,
and Martin, all picked up their second
personal foul before the game was even
seven minutes old. Trinity Head Coach
Maureen Pine responded by switching
to a zone defense in an effort to eliminate
further foul trouble while still keeping
her starters on the floor.
The move appeared to pay off. While
Martin did not return until after the intermission, both Toolan and Ryczek
played virtually all of the remaining thirteen minutes of the half without picking
up another personal. This allowed them
to play a major role in the decisive run of
the game.
About midway through the half, a
bucket by White Mule guard Amy
Bennett cut Trinity's lead to 17-11. The
Bantams then scored the game's next
twelve points, receiving hoops from
CarolynnCanty'98andDinklage,a threepoint goal from Ryczek, and three foul
shots from Toolan. Just like that, Trinity
had an eighteen point lead. Colby would
never again get its deficit into single digits. A buzzer-beating jump shot from
Toolan made the score 37-20 at the half.
"We weathered the foul trouble well,"
Pine would say later. "I think going to
the zone helped keep us out of further
trouble."
The second half began with the teams
again trading baskets. Trinity's continued overall hustle and offensive unselfishness prevented Colby from mounting

any extended threat. The White Mules
also hurt themselves with their poor
shooting, converting only 22 percent of
their shots for the game as opposed to
Trinity's 46 percent.
The Bantams slowly pushed their
lead into the twenties midway through
the half. The Bantams then finished off
the White Mules with a 17-0 spurt, allowing Pine to give action to every player on
the team. A putback by freshman Tina
Rideout '98 provided the final 40-point
margin. As the teams shook hands after
the buzzer, the Star-Spangled Banner finally blared over the speakers. Siegert
was apparently preparing early for the
men's home opener next week, trying to
avoid a Russian encore.
"This is a great way to start the
season," declared Ryczek. "We got everyone in, and we were able to push the
ball." Pine was similarly delighted, believing the game to be "very exciting,"
and the second half to be "alotof fun- we
ran and pressed a little more than last
year. A lot of people did a lot of things
well."
These people included Toolan, who
shook off a poor shooting night to make
seven steals while still managing to score
17 points. Dinklage's 20 included nineof-thirteen shooting from the field. Cocaptain Patty Sarmuk '95 was the only
other Bantam in double-figures, with ten
points.
Ryczek did a little bit of everything
to contribute to the victory. In addition
to her team-high nine assists, she pulled
down five rebounds and made three
steals while scoring nine points. Newcomers Canty, Martin and Rideout were
able to score the first points of their Trinity careers, with Canty leading the freshmen with eight. "Every player on this
team can contribute a lot to jt," said
Dinklage about her teammates.
The coach's optimism is guarded, at
least for now. "Colby was without their
best player tonight," said Pine, a Colby

Aiken, Reh, And
Kinzeler To Lead Team
continued from page 16

once they are comfortable with the Trinity system.
Even with some quality individuals
in the frontcourt, the Bantam's perimeter
is equally impressive. Troy McKelvin
'96, Keith Wolff '96, Mark Lotty '96, and
Craig Moody '98 comprise one of the
best backcourts in New England.
McKelvin is the team's floor leader,
as he led the team in assists (4.9 a game)
and steals (2.2 a game). Probably the best
athlete on the team in terms of skills,
McKelvin is one of the most versatile
' players in New England. Using his strong
6'3" frame, McKelvin can hit the threepointer, drive to the basket, or post-up
smaller players down low. McKelvin
averaged 12.2 points, 4.9 assists, and 4.2
rebounds a game last season. Wolff is a
dangerous outside shooter and will be
. the Bantam's go-to-guy. Second on the
team in scoring last year (15.0 ppg),
Wolff's ability to score from anywhere
on the court will be crucial when the
Bantams need a clutch basket. Wolff can
take over games with his scoring, as evidenced by his 31 point performance in a
triple overtime 97-92 victory over Tufts
and his incredible scoring streak of 15
points in a row Bowdoin.
Lotty and Moody are two capable
backups who willbe asked to do much of
the same. Lotty is a quick, all-around
guard with a lot of experience (starting in
some games since his freshman year).
Lotty can play either guard position and
willbe a very big contributor to the team.
Moody is a freshman, who comestoTrinity after an illustrious high school career.
A smooth and graceful player. Moody

will also be asked to play either guard
position. David Hava '97 is another guard
who will be contributing some positive
minutes to the team.
Also in the hunt to contribute minutes will be Chris Calio '96. The 6'3"
Calio is an unselfishness, all-around
player who gives the Bantams added
depth at the guard and forward positions. Freshmen Bill Safarik, Fred
Schonenberg, Markus Townsend, Tim
Lynch, and Jeff Cooper, are all young,
but have to adjust to the college game.
The 1994-95 team will be faced with
a tough schedule. Along with the regular
stiff competition from traditional
NESC AC opponents (Williams, Amherst,
and Tufts), the team will also face some
tough non conference teams like Upsala,
Alvernia, Worcester State, and Wheaton.
Despite the tough schedule, Ogrodnik is
confident in the team and is anxious for
the season to start, "This team is a hard
working team. They really enjoy working hard in practice. I hope it carries over
to the games."
The 1994-95 Trinity team should be
as competitive as ever. With players like
Aiken, Kinzeler, Reh, and McKelvin all
quality defensive players, there should
be a lot of exciting plays and finishes.
Ogrodnik added, "We pride ourselves
on defensive pressure. We base our offense on the success of our defense."
The team opens up the 1994-95 season at home on Tuesday November 22
against Upsala at 7:30. After the Thanksgivingbreak, the Bantams willhostCoast
Guard on November 29 at 7:30 and the
First Annual Trinity Tournament on
December 3 and 4.

ALICE YAMAIM
Kara Ryczek dribbles up court in the 83-43 victory over Colby.
Ryczek played well, scoring 9 points and handing out 9 assists.'
graduate and college teammate of first- first game of the event. "Babson made
year WhiteMulecoachBethStaples. "The the NCAA tournament last year, so that
schedule only gets tougher from here." will improve our strength of schedule,"
Trinity travels to New Haven Tues- said Pine.
Trinity doesn't return home until
day to play Albertus Magnus College.
Coach Pine's squad will then spend December 3, when they will play a SaturThanksgiving weekend in Wellesley, MA day afternoon contest with the Cardinals
participatingin the Babson Tournament. ofWesleyan. The game will be played at
The Bantams will face the hosts in the 2:00 at Oosting Gymnasium.

Sheehan Scores 3 Goals In
First Two Games Of Season
continuedfrontpage 16

six, but that's where it ended.
Monahan, Craig Muse 97, and freshman Joe Roberto also scored goals for
Trinity. Todd Carroll '96 contributed
three assists for the Bantams. Ashe .
said after the game, "We just
came out real sluggish. We
got down early, and it was an
uphill battle till the end." Indeed, Trinity did outplay
UConnfor the final fifty minutes of the game, but the
opening ten minutes of the
game really hurt them: .
The Bantams had no time
to sulk over their first loss, as they
had a meeting with AIC up in Spring- Bruno '95, and Jordan
field on Saturday night- This time, it Davis '95 all played well holding the
was the Bantams that jumped out to an Yellowjackets to just three goals. Jason
egrly 3-0 lead, a lead that they would Pinto '96 (25 saves) did a solid job in
never relinquish. The Bantams played goal for the Bantams in his first start of
extremely well in registering its first the year as fellow goaltender Mike
victory of 1994-95. It was a balanced Esposito '95 had gotten the call against
^attack on offense for the Bantams, as six UConn.
t h e Bantams next game is also
differentplayers scored. Carroll, Brady
Jensen '97, Billy Hogart '96, and Mike their home opener as they play host to
Burns '98 all scored their first goals of Sacred Heart on Tuesday at
the season. Muse tallied- his second Kingswood-Oxford Rink. The squad
goal of the season, and Sheehan his will then travel up to Colby the followthird. Sheehan, along with fellow" .- ing weekend to play in the Colby Tourdefensemen Gary Duncan '96, Patrick nament on November 25fh and 26th.

Women's Squash
The women's squash team traveled to Pennsylvania to open up its
1994-95 season. The Bantams won both matches, defeating the University
of Pennsylvania. 6-3 and Franklin & Marshall 8-1. The Bantams will not have
another match until second semester when they host Yale on January 18,1995.

College View Cafe Scoreboard
The Next Two Weeks in Trinity-

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL BOX SCORE
TRINITY 83 COLBY 43

Tuesday 11/22
I Women's Hoops at Albertus Magnus
Men's Hoops
UPSALA COLLEGE
[Men's Hockey SACRED HEART

7:00
7:30
7:30

Friday 11/25
I Men's Hockey

at Colby Tournament
Trinity v.AIC
5:00
Colby v. Assumption 8:00

I Saturday 11/26
I Women's Hoops at Babson Invitational
Tufts v. Regis
Trinity v. Babson
j Men's Hockey at Colby Tournament
Consolation
Finals

1:00
3:00
5:00
8:00

I Sunday 11/27
I Women's Hoops at Babson Invitational
Consolation
1:00
Finals
3:00

November 18,1994
Ray Oqsting Gymnasium; Hartford, Connecticut
COLBY (43) Joy Pelletier 0 0 0, Amy Bennett 113, Katherine Christy 0
0 0, Lynn Kenuyer 2 3 7, Julie Tyler 339, Sandra Jewers 4 08, Kristina
Dix 0 0 0, Margaret Drummond 044, Christine Rackliff 125, Kathleen
Pigeon 00 0, Katrina Brown 022, Grace Perry 215. TOTALS 1316 43.
TRINITY (83) Kara Ryczek 32 9, Katherine Anderson 102, Amy
Rourke 000, BJ. Toolan 6417, Joan Kreie 000, Patty Sarmuk 5 010,
Susan Dinklage 9 2 20, Sarah Martin 317, Susan Lally 224, Kate
McCabe 0 0 0, CoReen McGlynn 0 0 0, Christina Rideout 2 04,
Carolynn Canry 4 0 8.TOTALS 351183.
Halftime: Trinity 37-20.
Three Point Goals: Colby: Rackliff; Trinity: Ryczek, Toolan.
Records: Colby 0-1; Trinity 1-0

I Tuesday 11/29
I Women's Hoops at Mt Holyoke
I Men's Hoops
COASTGUARD

7:00
7:30

MEN'S ICE HOCKEY BOX SCORE

Friday 12/2
Men's Hockey

NORWICH

7:30

TRINITY 6 A.I.C3

Saturday 12/3
[Wrestling
at West. New England 12:00
I Women's Hoops WESLEYAN
1:00
I Men's Squash TUFTS ~
1:00
I Swimming
at Clark
1:00
Men's Hockey MIDDLEBURY
4:00
Men's Hoops
TRINITY TOURNAMENT
Westf ield State vs. Penn StateBehrend
6*0
Trinity vs. Worcester State 8:00

Sunday 12/4
Men's Hoops

TRINITY TOURNAMENT
CONSOLATION
1:00
FINALS
3:00

November 19,1994
Meade Arena; Springfield, Massachusetts
Trinity (1-1)2
3
1 - 6
AXC(0-2) 0
2
1 - 3
Goals: Trinity: Craig Muse, Brady Jensen, Todd Carroll, Bill Hogan,
Christian Sheehan, Michael Burns A.I.C. - Craig Pittman, Ben Whelden,
PatMoriarty
Saves: Trinity - Jason Pinto 25 saves A.I.C. - Shawn Arcidiano 36

College £ieto Cafe
Wttk

Come down to the
College View Cafe

Christian Sheehan '97
Susan Dinklage '97

View Specials:
Tuesday is $3.50*
pitcher night
f/)x Sundays, $3.50* pitchers,
jj \"/jd 9 til closing with this ad.

*=MU's Best.

The Tripod Sports Editors would to congratu-1
late women's basketball player Susan Dinklage I
'97 and men's ice hockey member Christian!
Sheehan '97 for being named The College View/ I
Tripod Athletes of the Week for their performances j
in their team's season opening victories.
Dinklage, a forward from South Burlington, j
Vermont, scored a game-high 20 points and added I
7 rebounds in the women's 83-43 victory over I
Colby College. Dinklage was 9 for 13 from the field I
as the women won their first game of the 1994-951
season.
Sheehan, a defensemen from Warwick, Rhode j
Island, had a big opening weekend for the men's j
hockey team, scoring 3 goals in two games.
Sheehan, who missed last season, scored two goals J
in a tough 7-6 loss to UCONN and one goal in the j
6-3 victory over A.LC.
Congratulations Sue and Chris, but remem- j
ber that N.C A.A. rules prohibit student athletes j
from accepting any free food or drink, and any j
kind of monetary payments and gifts.
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Women's Basketball Crushes White Mules 83-43

BY MARK MENTONE
Sports Writer

court. And that was the extent
of Trinity's problems for the
evening. Despite the wacky be-

ginning, the Bantams were rude
hosts for most of the night, using great ball movement, a

Everything seemed to be in
place for the start of the 1994-95
Trinity women's basketball seasonFriday night at Trinity's Ray
Oosting Gymnasium. Pregame
shoot-arounds had been completed,
the
brand-new
scoreboards and shot clocks
were fully operable, and the officials were ready. A late-arriving crowd was filing into
Oosting. It was game time.
Announcer Clay Siegert '96
then asked all in attendance to
"rise for the playing of the national anthem." And the national anthem played - the Russian national anthem!
After this minor glitch, the
Bantams took the court to play
the White Mules of Colby College. Trinity center Sarah Martin '98 won her first collegiate
jump-ball, finding teammate
and co-captain B.J. Toolan '95
with the tip. Inspired, Toolan
grabbed the ball and immediately started dribbling toward
an unguarded hoop. She was
alone for a very good reason,
though - she was going the
wrong way.
. Toolan quickly realized her
error and brought the ball up

sound fast break, and aggressive defense to soundly defeat
the school from Waterville,

Maine 83-43 as forward Susan
Dinklage '97 scored 20 points
please turn to page 14

Senior co-captain B.J. Tooian (#20) shows nice form in shooting a jump shot. Toolan scored 17 points, including one
three point goal, in the 83-43 ront of Colby on Friday night.

ALICEYAMADA

Men's Basketball Primed And Hockey Fast Out
Ready For Season Opener
Of The Gates

BYALCARBONE
Sports Editor

After a 17-6 record, and a
berth in the ECAC Playoffs, the
Trinity men's basketball team is

looking for more this year. Despite graduating All-NESCAC
forward David Jones '94 and
three other players, the Bantams
will return six lettermen, including three starters from the 1993-

Hie men's basketball team runs through some drills
in preparation for their first game against Upsala.

AUCEYAMADA

94 team that won sixteen consecutive games. Head Coach
Stan Ogrodnik, who is in his
thirteenth season, explained,
"We never really set goals. We
just want to play to our potential and I believe our potential is
good."
Leading the charge for 199495 squad will be the three senior
captains who are all forwards
and are all at least 6'4" or taller:
Dane Aiken '95 (6'5"), Pat
Kinzeler '95 (6'4"), and Chris
Reh '95 (6'8").
Aiken, who averaged 9.9
points a game and a team high
7.2 rebounds per game, is an
explosive offensive player.
Aiken's versatility arid athletic
ability enables him to play both
in the low post and on the perimeter. Kinzeler is a tough,
physical player with soft hands.
Playing primarily in the low
post, Kinzeler runs well and can
also hit the short jump shot,
which could prove to be an asset
when playing against bigger
opponents. Reh, who gained
great experience playing with
graduates Jones and Greg
Haffner '94 the past few years, is
a very good shot blocker and
active defender. Reh, who has a
nice shooting touch from the
outside, will team up with
Kinzeler to form an imposing
tandem in the front court. Freshmen Brendon Gallagher (fi'7")
and Jason Webster (6'8') are
young, but ha ve looked impressive in the preseason and will be
getting some quality minutes
please mm to page 14

BY DONNY GOWAN ffl
Sports Writer

The opening weekend of
the season was a wild one for
the Trinity College hockey
team. The team had consecutive road games against two of
the top teams in the E.C.A.C.
East division, the University of
Connecticut and American International College. Winning
both of these games would be a
tough task to say the least. But
winning would be a necessity
to keep the team's hopes high.
On Friday night. Trinity
traveled to UConn to open the
season. The beginning of the
game was a disaster for the Bantams as they found themselves
down 3-0, ten minutes into the
opening period. Captain
Brendan Monahan '95 commented, "It was like a bad
dream. We were so pumped
up going into the game, and
then to find ourselves down
three so early, it was hard on
us." Itcertamly looked as ifthe
game was going tobe one sided,
as UConn was bearing Trinity

to every loose puck, really controlling play. But with seven
minutes to go in the first period, the Bantams go t the break
mat they needed to get themselves Into the game. Captain
Pat Ashe '95 carried the puck
into the UConn zone and tried
to pass the puck cross ice to a
teammate on left wing. The
pass deflected off a UConn
defender's shin pad and went
into the net. Defenseman Chris
Sheehan '96 added another goal
for Trinity later in the period to
make it three to two. UConn
scored a late goal and it was 42 after the first period.
The Bantams fought back
the rest of the game, but it just
wasn't enough. Sheehan scored
his second goal of the game to
cu t them lead to 4-3 early in the
second period,but that was the
closest the Bantams would get
for the rest of the game. The
Bantams just kept fighting,
though. Down 7-4 with a little
over seven minutes to go in the
game, the Bantams got two
quick goals to make it seven to
please tarn to page 14
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